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My Background 11/2006

8 years in bookselling & publishing in 
Canada; 4 in the U.S.
18 years studying the intersection of 
technology and print publishing, working 
with both printers & vendors
5 years with Seybold Seminars



More Recent Background

10 years studying the impact of the 
Internet on graphic communications
Major focus now:

The future of publishing (.com) (year-end)
Workflow (JDF)
Publishing automation



We Need
a Little Pain

Assessment!





What is Automated Publishing?

20 minutes to publish…

After 4 months of preparation! 



What is Automated Publishing?

Not “page by page” layout (duh!)
Template-based, and/or
Rules-based
Able to react to conditional circumstances 
(i.e., illustrations, marginalia, etc.)
“Tweakable”
Cross-media



Cross-Media Issues

What is cross-media?
Is all media of equal importance?
Where does the content originate?
Should ALL content appear in each 
medium?



What Happened to Batch?

Intended for relatively simple page 
designs with a large number of repeating 
elements (directories, dictionaries, etc.)
Limited ability to deal with graphics, 
especially color
Varied typographic limitations



A Product History of AP

Typesetting systems
Techdoc systems (Interleaf, Frame)
TeX and LaTeX
SGML-based systems
Desktop page layout with style sheets and 
plug-ins
The next generation (largely XML-based)



Personalization



The Web



Technology Requirements
An Understanding of…

XML (& XSL, XSL, XSLT, etc. etc.)
DTDs and Schema
DAM & CMS
Accessibility
Page production
Typography
Etc., etc.



Complexity



Paging Rules
1. Facing pages are equal in length. Long and short 

spreads are allowed, but only on facing pages.
2. Widows over ¾ line are permitted below illustrations, 

and below tables.
3. Spaces above all separate line heads (but not below) 

may be increased in paging. Spaces around extracts, 
mathematics, lists, illustrations, etc. may also be 
increased in paging but should not be decreased.

4. Space above separate line heads and space-break 
indicators (such as asterisks) at the top of a new page is 
not retained.

5. Space below chapter titles may be varied if necessary.



Paging Rules, Pt. 2
6. No less than two lines of text are permitted below 

subheads at foot of page. A minimum of four lines of text 
is required on any page with illustration(s) or table(s), at 
the end of a chapter.

7. Maximum number of consecutive line-end hyphens is 
three.

8. Turned-page tables and illustrations read correctly when 
the book is turned to the right.

9. Pages that are at the end of chapters or sections should 
have at least 6 lines of text on them.



Design 

There will be a constant tension between 
design sophistication/complexity and 
production productivity
They occupy very different positions in the 
value chain — different cultures; different 
incentives
There’s an inbred bias against automation in 
much of the design community



Templates & Automated Publishing

Page designs must be translated into 
programmable templates
While design is creative, template 
creation is essentially “engineering”
Design is supposedly rules-based, but 
breaking the rules is highly valued
Templates are about repeatable rules; 
the more exceptions, the less the 
efficiency



Islands of Automation

authoring &authoring &
editingediting

illustration &illustration &
photographyphotography

rightsrights

production &production &
preflightpreflight

distributiondistribution



Overview of Workflow

1. Project initiation/planning
2. Content development
3. Editorial
4. Production/composition
5. Printing
6. Publishing



Functional Areas
Composition/page make-up
Project management
Text printer prep
Art rendering
Copyediting
Proofreading
Page proofs
Image permissions & licensing
Air freight/couriers
Cover design/production
Web-related
Interior/interface design
Digital/film proofs



Lots of Flow Charts

Server once again runs 
Microsoft Word macros to 
generate reports such as:

1. Document abstract
2. Spell check report
3. Copy edit report
4. Unique name list

May utilize:
a. Prolexis
b: Antidote

Transcontinental

Publisher

Client or Transcontinental 
or third party

Book Editor reviews 
Manuscript Analysis

(Step 2-6)

BE downloads one of more 
chapters of the manuscript 
from the Transmedia server

2

BE performs substantive 
edit

2

Substantive edit

Author and BE agree on 
final manuscript

During this editorial step, 
Author and BE settle on a 

plan for illustrations, if 
required, which are listed in 

an Excel file, recorded in 
TWM

4

BE turns final electronic 
manuscript over to 

Copyeditor

5

Copyedit

Copyeditor completes first 
copyedit using Microsoft 

Word’s track changes 
feature. Returns electronic 
files to Author for approval 

or revision

Copyeditor consults report 
from Step 4-7 and develops 

manuscript stylesheet

7

Move on to Production

5 - Editing

Email

This step can be 
repeated numerous times

V1 will have no 
control over 
versioning

There are two roles in this 
section of the workflow:
1. Book Editor (BE), who 
makes the substantive edits 
to the manuscript, and
2. The Copyeditor, who fixes 
spelling, grammar, checks 
for consistency, etc. This will likely involve numerous 

back and forth exchanges with the 
author, without control from TWM

3

6

Final manuscript from 
copyeditor is posted to 

Transmedia server

9

Page 5, “Illustration”, 
begins

1

8

10



My Favorite Flow Chart



Tools
High-end

XyEnterprise XPP
Datalogics DL Pager and DL Composer
PTC/Arbortext

Tech Doc
Adobe’s FrameMaker

Specialized
Antenna House & RenderX XSL Formatters
TeX and LaTeX



Tools (2)

Quark/InDesign-based
KyTek Autopage
Typéfi
MEI
WoodWing

POD/VDP
XMPie
PageFlex



This Conference

AP-2: A Tale of Three Successful 
Publishing Automation Projects
AP-3: How to Develop a Solid Publishing 
Automation Plan
AP-4: Integrating Automated Publishing 
into the Broader DAM and CMS Process
AP-5: Five Minutes with a Publishing 
Automation Vendor



Q&A



Thank you

thad@arcadiahouse.com




